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INTRODUCTION

C ■ • '. ' • ■ . ■

. The purpose of this paper is to highlight those aspects of the

discussions and general proceedings of the tenth.session of the
Commission (1st Conference of Ministers) that are of direct relevance
to economic research, surveys and planning*

The complete record of the proceedings and discussions which

dealth with all aspects of the socio-economic transformation of
African economies is contained in the Annual Report of the Commission
for the period 15 February, I97O to 13 February, 1971 (E/4997,
E/CN.14/519, Volume I and II). ■ ' '

... -Review of Economic Research, Surveys and Planning Activities

■ -.: , : A new Division of Economic Research and Planning was established,

with effect"from 14 September 1970. The object is.to provide the -

secretariat with more effective machinery for studying and under-' ' ": <
standing the factors which account for the relative failure of the

economic development multiplier in the region, to determine how " .

these factors-could be influenced or changed and to propose how

planning techniques could more effectively be related to socio-economic
realities in Africa, Work on: socio-economic research and on planning
was expected to lead to improvements in the annual economic survey
of the region, .

\. ..!during the period under review the third session of the Conference
of African Planners was held in Addis Ababa from 20' to 29 May, The
discussions'focused on the activities of the United Nations relating
to the Second United Nations Development Decade, on planning problems "
and methods in Africa and on the work carried out by the secretariat.
The proposed outline of the work programme for economic research and
planning vps also" discussed and approved. The Conference discussed
the future of the African Institute for Economic Development and
Planning (IDEP) and elected- the members of its Governing Council for
the two-year period I97O-I972.

- (

The secretariat continued its work on the drawing of a draft
...strategy of development for Africa in the 1970s, In this connexion
special attention was.given, inter alia, to the-prospects of reliance
on extra-African irade, aid and investment for the necessary resources
for accelerated uevelopraent and economic growth. The work also con
cerned a shift in- policies and plans in favour of the development of
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national and multinational markets within the region, and some of

the factors which have to be taken into account in the adoption of

such a strategy. , '

A seminar on data required for projections, organized in co

operation with the United Nations Statistical Office and the New York

Centre for Development Planning, Projects and Policies" was held at

Addis Ababa from 9-13 November (see E/CN.14/501). The main object-
was to enable planners and statisticians to meet to relate the data

needs of planning services to the capacities of statistical agencies*

In particular, the meeting examined the suitability of the United

Nations revised System of National Accounts for meeting those needs,.

Other fundamental issues affecting data requirements examined by

the seminar were regional planning, market expansion and the mone—

tization of subsistence activities, consumption and income distribu

tion patterns, industrial programming, labour productivity, social

indicators, and the valuation of the public sector output,

■jP/arts I aid II of the Survey of Economic Conditions in'Africa,

I969—' were completed and published. In connexion with the preparation

of part II, a survey of a number of. countries in. the region wa.s.under

taken by a team of secretariat staff members. The' Summaries cf Economic

Data, for which there is a heavy demand, were revised, updated and

published for all African countries. The seventh issue of the Planning

Newsletter and the first and second numbers of volume X of the Economic

Bulletin for Africa are now being printed.

In the field of advisory services, the secretariat provided assis

tance to Zambia in cartographic aspects of regional planning..

- Report of the Technical Committe of Rx:p rts ■

The Executive Secretary introduced the report of the. Second

Meeting of the Technical Committee (e/CN.14/5*2, e/CN.14/TECO/13o He
stated that the Committee had reviewed the work of the Commission for

the biennium 1969-1971; examined the draft work programme, made correc

tions and amendments and finally recommended draft resolutions for ■

consideration by the Conference of. Ministers.

The one item the Committee had not discussed was the proposed

United Nations Conference of the Human Environment, scheduled for

1972 in Stockholm, but there was a representative of-the Secretary-

General of the Conference who would introduce the topiCr

The Secretary-General1s representative stated that the, human

environment, defined as eveything that surrounded man, was faced with

serious problems which had arisen as a result of poorly planned concent

ration of populations; the indiscriminate use of chemicals in agri

cultural prodi^ction; the setting up of plants and factories without

\J United Nations publications, Sales Nos. : E. 71.U.K. 5 and E, 71.U.K. 6,

respectively.
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concern for their effects on air and water; and the p-orly planned

and controlled exploitation of natural resources. Some of tbe harm

ful effects on the quality of life arising therefrom were the pro- .

liferation of sub-standard housing in cities and suburbs; soil erosion

and pollution; disappearance of some plant and animal species, etc.

It was time to put a stop to these environmental deteriorations

by a concerted effort at the .national, regional and international

levels. The United Nations, therefore, had decided that a Conference

oh the Human Environment should be convened in Stockholm in 1972 with

the fullest participation of developing countries which would be

assisted financially in their preparatory activities for the Conference*,

At the two preparatory committee meetings convened earlier, it had

been recommended that consideration of environmental problems should

include the application of scientific and technological advances to the

preservation and improvement of the human environment; erosion, soil

deterioration and pollution; population increase and urban growth; and

the physical, mental and social well-being of man..

These topics would be dealt with at three levels: the intellectual-

conceptual level, the "Action Plan" level and the "Action Completed"

level, There would be six committees to discuss the following topics:

(a) The planning and management of human settlements for environ

mental quality;

(b) The environmental aspects of natural resource management;

(c) The control of pollutants and nuisances of broad inter

national significance;

(d) The educational, social and cultural aspects of environment;

(e) The economic and financial aspects of environment)

(f) The international' institutional implications of action

proposalSc

The secretariat would soon send a mission to visit a certain

number of member countries for discussions which would lay the groundworl:

for holding a seminar in Addis Ababa in September at which position

papers on the human environment in Africa would be prepared for the

Stockholm Conference, A resolution calling on member States to parti

cipate in the Conference and in the preliminary activities was un

animously adopted,,

After the report of the Technical Committee of Experts had been

introduced a number of delegations felt that considering its mandate

and resources, ECA had done well in concentrating on the collection of

economic data and statistics on the performance of African economies

during the first twelve years of its existence.: The time had now come
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for aCA to be operational, at least in certain areas of its acti
vities. It was felt that since its resource? were limited, ECA should
trj- to restrict its activities and no attempt over-ambitious programme.

ECA1s view that agriculture was a key sector in the development
of African economies was generally endorsed and it was agreed that
more determined efforts should be made to transform the rural areas.

?o^r ?0unTtf168 were urSed t0 increase their aid to agricultural deve
lopment. It was recognized, however, that a correct balance should
be maintained between agricultural and industrial development. There

rSfS?r^ COS tht ECifs Pf?n5£ +?■ COnS!nsus that ECA *« moving in the right direction
its efforts to promote mtra-African trade, though it was thought

that more progress could be made in this field if Governments gave
the scheme their support. - -

It was generally believed that transport and communications were
also receiving the attention they deserved. The projected Trans
continental Highway from East to West Africa was cited as an
excellent illustration.of ECA1s concern about road links in Africa

■ and many countries expressed support for such road links. In this
connexion, the Gabonese delegation informed the Conference that its

Government was now ready to play host to the meeting of experts on
transport at a date to be shortly communicated to the secretariat.

* v,- ?°OnT°^i? c°-°Peration was considered by many delegations as lagging
behind. What was needed was political will, and the hope was expressed
that projected economic units like the West African Regional Group
would make greater progress than it had done so faro

^The view was expressed that until many African countries had
reached the stage of self-sustaining growth, they would not be in a
position to generate enough savings for an orderly and steady growth
their own resources, This did not mean that the philosophy of self-
reliance in the race for social and economic transformation was bein*
under-rated. There was a limit to the taxable capacity of every nation
an oreign financial aid to Africa was shrinking instead of increasing.
It was felt that if an appropriate link could be established between-
the Special Drawing Rights and the provision of additional development
finance, the quantum of total investment finance reaching the African
countries could be increasede ~ 5 ^

V

Some support was given to the view expressed by UNCTAD that the
carriage of sea-borne trade between Africa and other regions should
not depend solely on the merchant marine of the developed countries
and some delegations requested the ECA secretariat to help African '

countries to establish shipping lines on an individual or collective :
basis.

On the subject of the transfer of technology and skills, many
delegations were of the view that school curricula and syllabus content ■
should have local orientation. Skills acquired should be relevant to
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local needs and Governments should grant scholarships and provide

incentives in areas which would promote economic development, notably

in science and technology. The importance of upgrading research in

African countries was also stressed, and African Governments were

urged to give serious thought to.the establishment of national

research, councils and to the general co-ordination of applied

science*

-It wa3 agreed that the statements and comments made during the

discussion should be taken into account when finalizing the report

of the Technical Committee"of Experts;.in this regard, it was further

agreed that the statement made by the Nigerian delegation should be

circulated^ ■ :

Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa, 19&9

A representative of the secretariat introduced the Survey of

Economic Condtions in Africa, 1969i Parts I and II (E/CN.14/480/Rev.1)•

He then indicated that the Survey was an annual project, the aim of

which was the review of the'manner ard direction of the processes of

growth' in Africa* ' "

■The findings of the Survey indicated that most of the developing

African countries were at very low levels of economic activity during

the 19^0c, and had long been experiencing siow growth rates,, On the

whole, ..developing Africa's gross domestic product grew at an average

annual rate of 4 per cent in the' period I96O-I969, a rete below the

target set for the First United Nations Development Decade*

Manufacturing was based mainly on import-substitution and the .

growth varied from sub-region to sub—region, being concentrated in

narrow geographical (mainly urban) areas. While mining had oeen the
fastest-growing sector, its success had only further underscored the

perils 01" basing economic growth on the production and export of a

narrow range of commodities. The regiori'.was rich in energy reserves,

which wore yet to be developed: Transport services declined in the

period'1965-1969^ as compared with 1960-1965^

Although exports increased in value terms at. an average annual

rate of 10o2 per cent, the performance was.due to- the rise in prices

rather than the rise in export quantities*, On the whole many countries

incurred deficits in their balance of payments, and the movement of ■.

public fundu played a to.reater part than private capital flows in

financv.ig +ite deficits, '" ' '

Mofit of the countries of the region had adopted planning as an

instrument for deliberately effecting changes in socio-economic condi

tions,, Unfortunately, however, the results foil short of planned

targets and the 1960s could be regarded as a. period of acquiring

essential experience,
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The over-all impression given by the examination of the facts

obtained on the thirty countries for which information was available

was that conditions in 1970 were not likely to be better than in

1969« At .best, they might be the same.

The Conference'took note of part II of the Survey which was a

.typology study that paid special attention to the problems of the ■

"agriculturally biased" economies.

In'taking note of the Survey, the Conference expressed appre- •

ciation, but drew.attention to certain errors it contained as well

as some ambiguities as regards certain judgements. It was pointed

out that the study was very important to the Commission and should

have been examined by the Technical Committee of Experts to avoid

such errors and ambiguities. However, it was agreed that notification

of any mistakes would be communicated to the secretariat in writing

so that the necessary corrections could be made,

I.t was also agreed that the ideas represented as powerful

factors of. economic growth in the agriculturally-biased economies,

i.e. the "green revolution" and international enterprises, should have

been further developed and given the place they deserved.

A question was put regarding a note by"the Executive Secretary

affirming that the secretariat was solely responsible for the Survey
and that the views expressed therein:should not be attributed to the

Commission or its member States, It was stated in reply that it had

been necessary to, do so in order that the Commission or its member

States might be absolved, since certain data", published in ECA documents

represented estimates made by the secretariat pending the receipt of

the relevant official information from the' Governments concerned.

Another question which arose related to the use of source

material. Some delegations complained that while in the Survey much

reference was made to economic texts written by world authors, there

was no reference whatever to African authors; also that the data used

was often drawn from international rather than national sources. It

was, however, explained that the secretariat had exercised the

greatest care in the preparation of the Survey. An effort had been

made: both to find African sources and to achieve a high standard of

scholarship in carrying out the task. Moreover maximum use was.being

made of Africans at the secretariat, including African university
lecturers, for the preparation of the Survey.
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Africa's Strategy for Development in the 1970s

The Conference of Ministers had before it a draft on "Africa's

Strategy for Development in the 1970s" which had been recommended

by the Technical Committee of Experts at its second meeting 'for
consideration by the Conference.

All delegations which participated in the discussion stressed

the.fact that if an over-all development strategy was to succeed in

the 1970s in Africa, its component elements should be designed, .

and its programming and implementation co-ordinated within the

region. A number of suggestions were made to ensure greater effective

ness in the: operations of ECA, by defining the methods of co-operation

between ECA and other parts of the United Nations system, and by in

creasing the contacts between the Commission and its member States.

In this connexion, it was recommended that ECA should become more

deeply involved in operational activities and for that purpose the

secretariat would require more resources, a measure of decentralization

and reinforcement.

It was emphasized that the African strategy was part of the global

strategy adopted by the General Assembly in its reslolution' 2626 (XXV),
Within the framework of the African strategy, African Governments had

to formulate their own strategies bearing in mind the level of economic,

social and institutional development of their respective countries.

The implementation of the strategy was envisaged at the national,

multinational,' sub-regional and regional levels. In the final analysis

it was national planning that would define the objectives of develop- '

ment and identify means and obstacles.

During the descussion a number of references were made to the

past performance of African economies, the present situation' and the

role African countries could expect the international community to

play. The over-all target of growth set for the First United Nations

Development Decade had not been attained by the African region as a
whole. The growth of African countries during the decade had also

fluctuated more than the growth of the other developing regions. It

was pointed out that acceptance of the targets set in the global

strategy for the 1970s and, in particular, a rate of growth of 4

per cent in agriculture and 8 per cent in industry, should be re— .

assessed as far as Africa was concerned. The emphasis of any strategy

for African development should be on accelerated growth. To project

the past performance into the future would not lead to the attain

ment of the global target. It was recognized, on the other hand, that

the African strategy document stipulated what was minimally acceptable*

The present African economic picutre showed that Africa was at

a low level of development in spite of its rich natural endowment;

its economic development was dependent upon an inhospitable inter

national envirorvnent; the structure of its production was out of
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step with T;he demand for its products; the foundations of its
economies were weak, the African region could not even feed it

self j and economic power was to a great extent in the hands of
non-nationals.

It was recongnized that external trade and aid would have to
play an important role in the implementation of an African strategy.
However, it was stressed that aid was often determined by the economic
and political interests of donor countries and did not therefore '
always take cognizance of the development programmes drawn up by
African Governments, with the result that local resources were often
tied down for the implementation of projects of lower priority, The
need for programme rather than project assistance was emphasized,
and it was suggested that African countries should initiate discussions
with donors to achieve this objective.

The following objectives in the global strategy for development '
were emphasized: supplementary financing; a link between the Special
drawing Kights and the provision of additional development finance;
zhe untying of aid, and a softening of the terms and conditions of '
aid tailored to the debt servicing capacities of African countries.
The aid policies' pursued during the 1960s had worsened the problem - ■
of debt servicing by member States.

The need now was to ensure attainment of the various targets
set in the global strategy. The efforts" made by a number of developed
market, economy countries in that respect were welcomed, and hopes
were expressed that other major developed market economy countries
as well as the centrally planned economy countries would show the
same statesmanship.

The international community had failed to do anything significant
for primary commodities. Progress had not even begun"to be made on
the easiest category of commodities - those that are primarily of " '■•
export interest to developing countries, and do not compete directly
with commoditiea produce* by farmers in the developed countries. ' .

Efforts to promote co-operation among producing countries should

be intensified. The general system of preference was almost irre
levant for most African countries, since they did not produce the pro

ducts included in the system. The preference system had also a built- .
in discriminatory bias against a number of African countries which
were contractually bound to give preferences to some developed

countries. The developed countries concerned were urged to find a
formula among themselves to eliminate this discrimination within the
system. An appeal was made to the OECD countries to review their
preference offer. . ■
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African, countries were reminuedpf the:J advisability of making

serious preparations for the tni.rd. session of UNCTAD, which would

deal with fundamental problems' Effecting their external trade and
development. There was every need to evolve a coherent position

which could be strongly advocated at the Conference. The emphasis

in the approach of African countries should be to ensure the early

implementation of those, decisions whi-ch-had been taken at the second

session of UNCTAD, and those which were part of the global strategy

adopted by the General Assembly, rather -than seek radical" new defini

tions of objectives and targets.

Recognition of the significant part external trade and aid

would play in African development in the 1970s did not preclude"the

need to emphasize the supreme importance of further efforts to

mobilize and utilize domestic resources. An effective mobilization

of domestic resources was the surest indication of a country's

commitment to development. The Executive Secretary was requested to

increase the technical assistance to African Governments in this field.

Various elements of domestic resource mobilization for development

were referred to, such as the creation of unit trusts, and the-need

to keep recurrent.government expenditure down to the. barest minimum.

... .Great emphasis was placed on the need to develop multinational

economic co-operation in the region. The legacies left by colonialism

in Africa should not be permitted to hamper brotherly African co

operation. A number of delegations referred to progress in this

field. It was pointed out that co-operation, particularly in the

field of intra-African trade, would be meaningless without an ade

quate intra-African transport network; progress in the development

of such a network was therefore welcome. The Conference-expressed

the hope that African countries would receive maximum assistance

from the international community in their efforts to develop further

intra-African co-operation.

Other elements of the African strategy which were stressed '" *

included the need to adapt modern technology to African conditions;

the need for integrated rural development, income distribution,

agriculture, shipping, human resources development and the over

riding need to promote industrilization, on which a draft declaration

on co-operation between ECA and UNIDOwas introduced the main elements

stemming from agenda item 9. " ,

A number of delegations considered that priority should be given

to measures i"or.L.sblving the problems of the least developed among the

developing countries.

In connexion with the proposal that the strategy for African deve

lopment in the 1970s should be adopted by the Conference of Ministers,1"
some delegations pointed out that the Conference 'should at the same

time define an adequate instrument for its implementation. A reso

lution to that effect was unanimously adopted.
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Resolution 2l8(x). Africa's Strategy for Development

in the 1970s

This has been,distributed as a separate document.

Resolution 220(X.). Economic.Research and Planning'

- The Conference of Ministers, * . '

Mindful of the need to ensure that African countries attain the

larger growth rates laid down for the Second United Nations Development
Decade, ...

i ■ ■

Noting that up-to-date economic surveys of the region, the sub-

regions arid individual countries are essential for maintaining

continuous study of economic developments, identifying growth points

-and indicating factors which are holding up growth, . -'

Recongnizing the need to prepare medium—term development plans. ;

as-a means of ensuring a steady.and continuous growth,

1- Recommends that Governments of member States should continue

to establish an effective planning'machinery; '

V

2* Urges all member States to improve their practices in presenting

economic data and in preparing and modifying development -plans;

3- .Further recommends tl}at some government agency in countries

which do not prepare such surveys should be given.the responsibility,

for preparing and publishing an annual economic survey;

■ 4» Requests the Executive Secretary to continue to render all

assistance possible in the fields of -planning and economic surveys,

especially in training economic planners, economic analysts, etc.;

5-- Further requests the Executive Secretary to continue to - .

improve the.content of' the annual Economic Survey of the region and

to prepare Summaries of Data for individual.countries of Africaon

an annual basis,

163rd meeting,

... ' 13 February 1971.

A See General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV) of 24 October 1970.
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Reaolustion 232(x)o The Least Developed Among the Developing

Countries

The Conference of-Ministers,

Welcoming General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV) of 24 October

1970 on the International Development Strategy for the Second United

Nations Development Decade, in particular, section 5 regarding special

measures in favour of the least developed among the developing

countries.

B.earing in mind the forthcoming Special International Conference

of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization as well as'

the third session of the United Nations Conference, on Trade and ■

Development in 1972, and the preparatory meetings leading to them,

Realizing that the benefits of the Second United Nations Deve

lopment D.ecade should be equitably shared among all member States-,

Realizing also that the efforts of the Trade and Development'

Board concerning special measures in favour of the least developed

among the developing countries deserved to be extended to other

fields in the interest of these countries,

Aware of the need for concerted action by regional and specia

lized agencies in order to close the gap in development among developing
countries, . .

1. Requests the Executive Secretary to work out a detailed and ■

comprehensive action programme for the 1970s in favour of the least-

developed of the African member States and present a report to the -

Ministerial Meeting of the African Group of the Group of 77, preparatory

to the third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development and to the Special International Conference of the United

Nations Industrial Development Organization to be,held in. Vienna in

June 1971, as well as to the appropriate governing bodies of the

specialized and executing agencies;

2... Calls upon the Secretary-General :of the United Nations to

expedite, in consultation with the heads of the specialised and

executing agencies, regional economic commissions and other appropriate

bodies the comprehensive examination of the problems of the least.

developed among the developing countries and to recommend special-
measures within the Second United Nations Development Decade for r

dealing with these problems as requested by General Assembly resolution

2564 (XXIV) of 13 December 1969; .

3. Urges the Executive Secretary to transmit the action programme

to the Economic and Social Council for appropriate action by the

governing bodies of the specialized and executing agencies,-.

163rd meeting,

13 February 1971*
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African Institute for Economic Development and Planning

In accordance with resolution 193 (IX), which was adopted by

the Commission at its ninth session, ^:a"number of Governments, of
member States supported the request to the Governing Council of UNDP

concerning the financing of the second phase of the: Institute's

project. The second phase began as of November 1970.

As the activities of the Institute in its first seven years

have been almost exclusively devoted to training, to the neglect, of

research and advisory services, it is proposed to reorientate its

action programmes and intensify research during the second phase..

The Institute's new Director, who was appointed in September 197O,;i

has had consultations in this connexion with regional institutions.

- At its tenth meeting, >which was held in January 1970, the

Governing Council nominated the members of the Academic Advisory. ■

Board. The work of the Board should make for better co-ordination

of the activities of the Institute and those of universities and

research institutions in the region. . ... • .....

With the co-operation and participation of universities and -

research institutions, the Institute, organized national and' sub-

regional courses and seminars in the region*

At the third session of the Conference of African Planners, '■..'

helcl at. Addis Ababa, in May 1970, another seven non-permanent

members of the Institute's Governing Council were elected. During

the election, participants stated that the Conference of Ministers

should review the number of non-permanent members of the; Council '

and the method of election. . ■ .

■ • . Programme of Work ■ .

Explanatory notes

The programme of work is presented by sectoral groupings 1 to

20. Following the request of the Economic and Social Council—' to

indicate the functional classification of activities, the relevant

broad Council, classifications are indicated under each division or

section, as follows: '

. A., Broad issues and techniques relating to development}

B. .Development and utilization of human resources;

C. Development, and conservation of physical resources;

D. Development of essential services.

1/ See - document E/3928 "Work Programme in the Economic, Social
and Human Rights Fields, Report by the Secretary-General", sub

mitted to the thirty-seventh session of the Council, summer I964.
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Project listing within each Division or Section is then listed

in an ascending order and, where- necessary, crose-references indicate

specific research studies which call for collaboration as between

or among substantive divisions or.sections of the Secretariat,

The work contents of the projects are listed in three, priority

categories, according to the classifications recommended by the

Council in'resolution 1367(xLV): Category A - work of high priority;,

category B - work of priority; category C - work of lesser priority.

The work programme of each substantive. Division has trfo elements.

The first is a timetable of project development for selected major

projects and the second, long-term planning proposals, for major

programme fields, I97I-I976, including Second Development Decade . .

perspectives, . ...

The long-range proposals of the work programme have been prepared

in pursuance of ECOSOC resolutions 1264(XLIIl) and 1356(XLV) and

of the request by the Executive Committee in May and November 1970

respectively, that the Executive Secretary should outline a strategy .

for the. Second Development Decade in Africa, and a programme of. work-

for the realization of the strategy in all major sectors of develop

ment. . ■ / '

Within the context of anticipated critical sectoral development

and problem areas during the 1970s, these long—term proposals are

intended to'facilitate consideration of the' potential areas for

concerted action at the national and regional levels by.member States,

the Commission and interested agencies. - Similarly, this long-term

programme planning will also facilitate consideration in broad terms

of the Commission's likely involvement in the various development

sectors and the type and level of support in terms of resources that

should be planned during the coming years.

1/ See document E/3928 "Work Programme in the Economic, Social
and Human Rights Fields, Report by the Secretary-General",

submitted to the thirty-seventh session of the Council, summer

1964. ...
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Economic Research and Planning - Annotated List of Projects for

1971-1973, With Projections to 1976

The following projects are as approved by the Conference of

Ministere at i.ts .first meeting (lOth session" of" the Commission).

Since then sczie changes have been effected to reflect the "available '

staff, resources, particularly for 1972 and 1973. The changes and l ' :

the extensions to 1979 are for discussion under Item 8 of the

Provisional Agenda - Programme of Work of ECA in Economic Research

a;nd Planning., 1974-19.76, with projections to 1979. .

The work programme places special emphasis on the need to : :- ■

develop techniques.of planning suitable to.African conditions,. in- ■

eluding model-building and the adaptation of methods of regional

planning; and the collection and analysis of appropriate statistical

data.. .It recognizes the need for specialized; statistical, studies

especially demographic data for planning and techniques for.incor-.

porating social factors in planning models; the improvement of.

methods of project selection and preparations the role of market

studies in planning, and methodologies and machninery for programming

the.scientific and technological components of national plans.

Special attention is given to rpoblems of urban growth, sectoral *. ..

planning and the factors which inhibit or facilitate linkages within

the .economy. The I97O-I971, economic survey will concentrate on .a

study of the use of national accounts in African development planning,

Economic--Besearoh and 'Planning Division ■ ■' " ■ . •

A. \ rBroad Issues and Techniques Relating to Development

1A:1. Development trends, requirements and possibilities, in

collaboration with 3A:l(-b)(i). . ■ .

Origin:

Commission terms of reference, first session report,'

Project aim: . . . - . . ■ ....

To present an analysis and a review of economic trends and

developments and an annual appraisal of progress during the

Second Development Decade, in the context of implementing the

regional development strategy,,
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Priority A

Work content: ...

(a) Assistance to governments (1971-1976).

SoLPtOVldi!!g afl80ry se^es and-undertaking advisory
xone to member States, on request, in the field of economic

responsible for

economic

(b) Studies:

(c). Collection and dissemination of information:

"Survey of Economic-Conditions in Africa" - Annual

Related programmes:

CDPPP

for Africa

.oration rtih ^sC^^^^'^™^

Timetable of Project Development 1Q7i-iQ7<

A. I970 Survey - Part I

^l StatiStiCal data and drafting (November
(b) Drafting summary of part I (March 1971)

^^W M and
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B. 1971 Survey - Part I

(a) Study on criteria for evaluation of progress attained
m the transformation of socio-economic structures and overall
integration of African economies (Project lA:l(b)(i) (April
1971-October 1971). ■ . V V y W

(b) Elaborating statistical data and drafting (June 1971 -
February 1972). •

(c) Drafting summary of Part I (March 1972). ' - •

(d) Introducing latest statistical data, correcting and
final editing (May 1972 -October 1972). ' •

■ C. 1972 Survey - Part I .

(a) Elaborating statistical data and drafting Part I
(June 1972 - February 1973).

(b) Establishing, discussing and approving the outline of
\ Part I (April 1972 - May 1972). ' . ■ . .

(c) Drafting chapters of Part I (May 1972 - January 1973).

(d) Summary of the Survey (March 1973). ' '

(e) Introducing latest statistical data, correcting and1
final editing (May 1973 - October 1973).

1A:2 Research in the social and economic problems of major deve-
. . lopment policy importance.

Origin:

General Assembly resolution 2O82(XX) and 23l8(XXIl), ECOSOC

resolutions829(XXXII), 887(XXXIVj-j 975(XXXVl)) l.O78(XXXIXJ'
and 1O83(XXXIX), Commission terms of reference, First Session'
Report. Commission resolutions l8(ll), 55(IV). 108(Vl), 110( VI)
112(VI , 127(VII), 14l(m), 152(VIIl5, l58(Vin), 197(IX) and ., 197(IX) and ;

Project aim: . . '

To submit for the consideration of member States an analysis of
some major aspects of the social and economic development of-the

African countries with a view to providing perspective and
guidance on development policy.
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Priority A

Work content:

(b) Studies:

(i) A survey of the factors of greatest significance to
investors in making assessments of investment opportunities

(1971)5

(ii) Studies on the role of Bmall and medium-scale indigenous
"business in the process of socio-economic transformation and

development. This will include an analysis of weaknesses and

patterns, as well as policy measures and expansion (I97I-I972); -
in collaboration with 4C:5;

(iii) Studies of the problems of choice of technology
(1972-1973); . .

(iv) Studies of employment and productivity in relation to
choice of technology.(I973-I974).

(c) Collection and dissemination-of information:

The studies will be published either as separate documents
or in the "Economic Bulletin for Africa".

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1972-1976):

(i) ECA/lLO Joint seminar on choice of technology (1972);

(ii) Conference on the role of foreign private enterprise
in African development (1973),

Related programmes:

UNCTAD, CDPPP, Close collaboration with the relevant ECA Divisions

Economic Bulletin for Africa, Survey of Economic Conditions in
Africa.

Timetable of Pro.ject Development 1971-1976

!• Intended target year for completion: continuing project.

2. Antecedent steps as chronologically programmed:

Ao Study lA:2(b)(i): A survey of the factors of greatest
significance to investors in making assessment of investment
opportunities:
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(a) Preparation o:C survey plan.(.April 1971).

(b) Identification and classification of factors (April -
May a.97l)> .

(c) Elaboration and sending of questionnaire to selected
major iriveEtbrs in Africa '(May 1971)«.

(d) Field investigation, .interviews. . completion of
questionnaires (June -' July.1971)., ' '. '

(e) Evaluation of the'relative iraportance,of individual
factors'-(August --September" 19?l), ^ >"...."

(f) -Evaluation of actual policy measures in the field of
investment and: proposals of changes ■{Septemhor - o^+..v..-,.- 3 ? r-i->-

(g) Drafting- report (October - November 1971).

.3. Study lU:2(b)(ii): Studies on -:>ho role of small-scale and
medium—Bnal g i r.ri- ^uodh- ln-.r.i nesc in the prooocs of socio-

economic transformation and .deve.lopjp.onU: ;i

(a) P-repar.itiov> of. plan of investigation (August 1971).-

(b) Collection of materials and data for the study
(September - Octobsr 197.1)., ;. • .-.■■.

(c) P Lan of .field investigation (October I971).

(d) I-'ield iiiv-sstifjatior (November 1971 - February. 1972).

(e) Sectoral analysis,- identification of trends and
obstacles (March - .ixigust 1972) fl

(f) Analysis of; existing policy measures and institutional
arrangements,, and...ola-boration of proposals for changes .:
(September -- October 1972).

(g) Drafting report (November,- December 1972).... . .

C. Study lA:2("b)(iii).: Studies of the problems of choice of
technology:

(a) Collecting of .source material j its--re.vj.ew and ' .
evaluation (-May.-- September 1972),

(b) Identification and classification of major factors
influencing the choice of techniques in Africa (September -

October 1972)„
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(c) Elaboration of methodology for analysing t&e impact

of factor price distortion on-the choice of techniques

(October - November 1972).

(d) Elaboration of methodology for analysing the impact

of the factor manpower quality on the choice of techniques

(November 1972 - January. 1973)• ."..■•

(e) General appraisal of the appropriateness of the

currently employed technologies in Africa (October 1972 -

February 1973).

(f) Establishing of sectoral priorities and detailed plans

for. sectoral studies (March 1973).' .' ■ ' ' .

(g) Drafting report (February - April 1973).

2nd Study: Choice of techniques in agriculture (1973)*
3rd Study: Choice of techniques in mining (l974)»
4th Study: Choice of techniques in construction (1974).

1

Remark: Detailed planning of the above studies as well as

for other studies in the field will be defined by

the 1st Study (above).

D. Study lA:2(b)(iv): Studies of employment productivity in

relation to choice of technology.

(a) Establishment of definition of productivity of
employment and the means and ways of its measurement (May -

June 1973).

(b) Preparation of the plan of investigation (July 1973)•

(c) Collection and evaluation of material and data for
macro-study (August - October 1973)•

(d) Macro-analysis - drafting of report on macro-study ■

(November 1973 -.February 1974).

(e) Sectoral studies — collection and analysis of material —

drafting sectoral reports (March - October 1974).

(f) Conclusions and summary report-drafting and dissemination

(November - December 1974).
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1A:3 Integrated approach to socio-economic transformation in Africa.

Origin: • *

Commission terms of reference, first session report, Commission
resolutions 15(ll), I8(lf), 37(111), 48(lV), 88(v), 117(-Vl) and
197(IX)

Project aim: ■ . ,

To determine the most effective policies and measures for
harnessing the resources of African countries for accelerating
the secio-economic transformation .of their'rural,' communities.
Particular stress will "be laid in this period on rural
communities.

Priority A

Work content:. - . . . , •

(b) Studies:

Study into the methodology of regional physical planning in
Africa (1972) - in collaboration with 8C:1; 13A:4 and. 4Cl(b)(i).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

Through either separate documents or Economic Bulletin for
Africa.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working srouDS
(1971-1976).

Related programmes:

ECA/FAO Joint AgricultureDivision, Human Resources Development
Division, Industry and Housing Division, Natural Resources

Section, Transport Section, Energy Section, IDEP Planners'
Conference (1972). ' ■

1A:4 Planning and programming

Origin:

ECOSOC resolutions 916(XXKEV), 924OXXXIV), 979(XXXVl), 1035(XXXVIl),
1079(XLl) and 1175(XLl); Commission terms of reference, Commission
resolutions I8(ll), 48(lV), 49(iv), 80(V), 105(Vl), lll(vi) and
l45Uftl)i Planners' Conference Reports.
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Project' a:ic: ' '

To assist governments to improve their planning machinery and
techniques, and thereby enhance the overall performance of

. their economies,

Priority A • .

Work content: • ,

(a) Assistance to governments (197I-I976):

(i) Providing advisory services to member countries, on
request, in the field of development planning and projections;

:.: (ii) Giving assistance to and maintaining liaison with
central planning organs, universities and other planning insti
tutions and organizations;

. ..(iii) Studying, the. requirements of ECA member States for
specialized, staff for projections, planning and economic surveys,
and.,the training and other resources required, to meet these
needs;. . . " , , .

(iv) Assisting governments to organize, at the - national and
sub-regional levels, courses on projections, planning and in
establishing, as required, regional ^training centres.'

(b) Studies:

(i) Studies on programming of the science and technology
component in national development plans (I97I-I972);

(ii) Study on the treatment of social factors in development
planning (1971-1973);

(iii)' Study on problems of co-ordination of the public and
private sectors (1972-1973);

(iv) A Planning Manual for Africa region (1974-1975).

(v) Development of overall' and sectoral planning tech
niques and models suitable for African conditions in the light
of country practices (I97I-I976); ...

(vi) Sectoral planning in African development programmes
(1972-1975); / ' "" : ' '
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Determining the special circumstances required for ,

efficient planning in Africa, bearing in mind the pattern of '

resources and needs in the African countries, and preparing

■a basic minimum pattern suitable to African conditions; u

(viii) Studying the results of economic projections prepared tf
by national and international organizations .for African count

ries and analysing the results, regionally and internationally, '

of the long-term projections for the African economies; ' -

(ix) Evaluating the possibilities for long-term economic
growth and co-operation of the countries of the region,' and

determining the basic elements for economic co-operation and

policy development; ' , , .•■,■'

(x) Co-operating with the Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies, to improve, world economic projection

...... models; bearing in mind.needs and circumstances of the" Africa
region; . . / • r

. \.(xi) Collecting, analysing and harmonizing the development
. . .. plans of the African countries, studying the obstacles to their

implementation, and considering* measures to be adopted to

improve development plan.preparation and supervise implementation.

.-,....(c) ;Collection and dissemination of information: •

Through separate documents, and Economic Bulletin"for'Africa,
and the'Plahning Newsletter.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups
(1971-1976): .. ...

(i) Working group, of expperts on planning techniques and'
models.(1972-1976);

(ii) Seminars on social cost benefit analysis (1973'-1974,
1975) - in collaboration with 4C:l(b)(ii), 14A:6(d)(vii);

(iii) Seminar on treatment of social factors in development
planning (1973);

(iv) Conference of African Planners (1972, 1974, 1976).

Related programmes: ' . .

Specialized agencies, CDPPP, ipEP, all ECA divisions and

sections,' Review of current economic trends and developments,

Planning Newsletter, Economic Bulletin for Africa,


